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MARTIANS ON THE MOVE?
(Extract fromFilers Files #43-2010 James Watson Report, 3 October 2010)

In a series of new sensational photographs released from the Mars orbital cameras*, we have been
presented with a series of what appears to be 'herd life'.
They can be seen moving together on appendages/legs that keep the body away from the surface of the
ground, indicated by slight shadowing under the life forms.
These life forms are unlike any land-based form of life we have on Earth. *Several metres to a pixel.
This image suggests the life forms are either gathering to form a massive colony or are migrating from
the colony. Note the dark appendages at the top of many of the life forms and the suggestion of a
membranous gelatinous body.
James Watson writes, "Most of what NASA calls "dunes" on Mars, are not in fact dunes, but a
land life form that travels in herds. This is a breaking story. The pictures are all from NASA
sources and are easily found using Google. Doubtless if NASA were to image a flock of sheep, they
would call them dunes as well, in order to stay within the Brookings Report findings.
The Brookings Report states that Earth's civilization is too fragile to accept any inference of intelligent
life outside of our planet, thus NASA and other agencies around the world work very hard to ensure
images by probe cameras and telescopes show dull, dead arid, scenes.
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The itnages used in this document are from NASA and taken using NASA Mars orbital cameras. They
may be easily found by entering "Mars Images" using search engines such as Google.
https://sites. google. com/site/tycho511

The images in this document may superficially resemble dunes, but when one examines successive
images taken over time, one notes characteristics common to herd life forms:
•

They are not seen alone

•

They are in herds or packs

•

They congregate in large masses

•

They have appendages, markings and bundles of fibers.

Further, the life forms have dark colored appendages that can be seen sticking up that resemble trees,
bushes or are tubular and may trail behind the life forms.
The life forms are in such great numbers on the surface of Mars, that NASA by necessity hides them by
using graphic tools in lightening, darkening, changing color, mid-tone and shadow, and eroding/filtering
the image quality in various ways to make them opaque or flatten image characteristics to eliminate
detail, and make them look like dune-like bulges of darkness, or innocuous surface features as
illustrated in the group of NASA tampered images (see above).
0 VNI Editor's comment:

We are indeed indebted to James Watsonfor his analytical study of the latest Mars orbital photographs.
It is refreshing to have the opportunity to study the photographs and to ponder over the comments of
James Watson regarding the apparent 'herd' behaviour pattern of these mysterious objects.
One has only to reflect over the past few years to read of the discovery of meteorite debris in remote
locations, such as in the Alien Hills area of Antarctica. These items were ident�fied as probably being
remnants of aMartian impact.
This event created great interest at the time, when what appeared to be patterns resembling a very
primitive microbia/life forms were discovered in the small meteorite samples believed to originate from
the surface of Mars.
Scientific minds seemed to have ignored the 'tubes' visible on the surface ofMars, the traces of methane
found in the Martian atmosphere and numerous artefacts visible on the Martian surface.
There are traces of a salty sea that covered parts ofMars and signs of water having flowed through the
rock strata. There could be a strong case for believing that there could even be an active underground
biosphere on the planet.
While the blinkered scientific minds speculate that microbial life may have existed on Mars at one time,
how exciting it is for those of us with open minds who are willing to speculate that there may indeed be
herds ofMartian life forms meandering across that planet right now!
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Nasa uncovers new 'life on Mars' evidence after rover got stuck in the mud.

By Andrew Hough Published: 29 Oct 2010. (Telegraph. Co. uk.)
Fresh evidence that water formed on Mars in potentially life supporting environments more recently
has been uncovered
Nasa scientists.
than
·

This mosaic of images shows the soil in front of NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Spirit.
Photo: REUTERS
Researchers at the American space agency made the discovery after the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit
ground on the red planet earlier this year. Astronomers have become excited by
the latest discovery, which they say proves that water favourable for life formed on the red planet more
recently than previously thought. Scientists had always believed water formed more than a billion years
ago but the latest discovery is the first sign of liquid forming in the past few hundred thousands years.
became stuck in wet

Nasa's latest study, reported in the Journal of Geophysical Research, concluded the liquid likely formed
from melting snow, which then trickled into the subsurface and dissolved. It contained several minerals
including hematite, silica and gypsum while ferric sulphates, which are more soluble, also were carried
down by the water. None of these minerals are exposed at the surface, which is covered by windblown
sand and dust.
"On Earth . . . hydrothermal systems provide the environmental conditions, water, nutrients and energy
sources needed to sustain robust microbial communities," concluded the Nasa team, who are based at
Nasa's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. "It seems likely the region (on Mars) . . . may
have likewise supported a habitable environment."
According to Nasa, the Mars explorer became stuck in April last year when its left wheels broke through
the surface's crust called "Troy" and fell into soft sand below. The soil exposed by Spirit's spinning
wheels carries clues that Mars may still be wet. The seepage could have happened during cyclical cli
mate changes in periods when Mars tilted farther on its axis. "Liquid water and life kind of go to
gether," said Ray Arvidson, of Washington University in St. Louis, who was involved in the project.
Nasa abandoned plans to extract the rover earlier this year.
The study comes after Nasa unveiled bold plans for send humans sent one-way to Mars to perma
nently colonise other planets in space.
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POLICE OFFICERS 'FLYING TRIANGLE' SIGHTING IN 1984
By Omar Fowler

We were recently contacted by a serving police officer regarding a 'Flying Triangle' incident that
occurred in 1984.
"I was searching the net for any information re the Flying Triangles and found your site. I am a serving
Police Officer and had an encounter with one when I was young in service."
"It

was 1984 and I think something like October, November time. I was on night duty and posted on the
Area Car (the fast response crime car) with my mate Bob who had only just recently passed his
Advanced driving course. I was the RT operator. We were in a fully marked ROVER SD1."
"It was the very early hours of the morning about 3am and we were travelling slowly EAST along the
RUISLIP ROAD in NORTHOLT. We were driving away from the WHITE HARTE roundabout to
wards GREENFORD and going so slowly as there had been a suspect setting fire to parked cars along
this stretch of road during the week."

"On our right was the estate where the cars had been burnt and on our left was a large open grass area
called RECTORY PARK. Beyond the park is the busy A40 and beyond that RAF NORTHOLT a bit
further WEST."
"As we drove with both driver and passenger windows all the way down (a must for night duty patrol),
I noticed a large orange light in the sky. It looked very low and in the area of RAF NORTHOLT.
I remember saying to Bob 'What the hell is that? ' and him leaning forward and looking up at the light He
had no idea."
''The weird thing is that as soon as we acknowledged the light it started moving quickly towards us. As
it came over RECTORY PARK I could see that it was a huge black triangular shape"

"The orange light being in the middle with a white star light on each point. The rest of the craft being a
dense black. I can't say how big it was but it flew very low (between 50-100 feet) and over the football
pitches in the park. It was far bigger than 2 of these pitches put together.
The craft made absolutely no noise and flew directly at our car. It then positioned itself to the nearside
and kept pace with us".
"I remember being in awe of this thing, it was huge and silent. It seemed to block out the whole
sky."

"At this I was leaning out of the window of the car and began waving up at it . I remember Bob saying '
What's it doing now?''
"We carried on towards GREENFORD and the park came to an end. After that there were residential
houses on our left. The craft shadowed us and was barely higher than the rooftops."

"We crossed over the LADY MARGARET roundabout and continued towards GREENFORD BROAD
WAY. The craft stayed right with us."

OVNI
"Bob stopped the car in the middle of the RUISLIP ROAD opposite GREENFORD HALL. The craft
stopped and hovered directly above our car. It seemed really low, just above the rooftops. Again it
seemed huge and blocked out the sky. I remember feeling spooked at the size of the thing and that it
made no noise at all. Bob turned off the cars engine and we both stood out of the car with the doors
open."
"The craft just hovered directly above us. I was still waving up at it and then put on the blue roof lights.
There was no reaction from the craft."
"After a while the craft turned around and pointed back up along the RUISLIP ROAD and then slowly
moved off back the way we had come. It then shot up into the sky at a speed which no plane or
anything from Earth could have been capable ofl"

"We jumped back into the car and drove straight into GREENFORD Police station which was just
around the corner. I called RAF NORTHOLT from here and told them who I was and asked if they had
any aircraft up over our area. I was told that there was no aircraft up and did I wish to report a UFO?"
�'I said 'Have you seen it as well then? ' He said ' Officially, no'. I said 'Have you got any idea what it
is?" He said' None whatsoever' I said' Is it worth reporting ?' He said ' Not really mate' End of
conversation...... "
I know this sounds all a bit far fetched but this is a true account of what happened that night.
I cannot remember passing any other traffic during the incident.
In those days traffic was virtually non existent after lam. I cannot understand why neither of us tried to
radio for help and to get other units to join us. We told the Station Officer what had happened and he
offered to make an official report. We declined.
Its a memory that sticks with me for obvious reasons. I just thought I would share this with
you . ... . Robin.

Ed: In view of the nature of this report, we contacted our colleague Gary Heseltine, a serving police
officer who runs the following database for such cases.

THE PRUFOS POLICE DATABASE

My name is Gary Heseltine and I am a serving police officer.
The Database is my hobby and is done in an unofficial capacity. It was
launched publicly in January 2002.
It caters for serving and retired officers who have been involved in British
UFO police sightings.
Each year I publish an annual report outlining the results of my research
conducted during the previous twelve months.
When I began the database I had a half dozen police reports involving approximately 10 police officers.
Now after 8 years of research I have collected over 330 reports dating back to 1901 involving 800
police officers.
The database is divided into two separate categories - on and off duty police sightings. The sighting
reports derive from a number of sources, from officers themselves who contact me directly, to
historical newspaper archive reports to official information reports released by the Ministry of Defence.
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RECENT LOCAL REPORTS

Friday 22nd October 2010
6.30pm (Derby)
Witness was in driving a car in the Breadsall area east of Broomfield College, when a brightly lit object
was seen high over the trees towards Lime Lane. The witness stopped the car at the junction, there were
no other vehicles within sight in either direction at the time.
The light was very large and bright, it had an orange centre with lighter and shaded areas in the shape of
a cross like structure. It was stationary at the time, but then suddenly disappeared out of sight.

Witness sketch

Tuesday 26th October 2010
11.55pm

Belper, Derbyshire.

Two witnesses, Heather and her husband, watched as a bright light moved across the sky, "moving four
times faster than a jet".
The witnesses then saw a smaller bright white light moving back and forth, then changing direction,
moving fast and then slow.
This display was watched from Belper for some 20 minutes, then the witnesses saw another small light
approaching but at the same time, the sky clouded over and the lights were lost from sight.

WALES Report by Margaret Fry
Saturday 7th August 2010
8.30pm
Bodelwyddan, Wales.
Several witnesses watched a UFO hovering over the courtyard of the local rural shop at Bodelwyddan.
I have enclosed a sketch of what we saw, I must say I felt quite excited as I had not seen anything for 2
years. I feel that they come from our own universe and are alien spacecraft that are subject to the same
restrictions as us, I think.
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Wiltshire Pictogram

By Busty Taylor
I found this today 11-10-10 at 16. 30 on a free flight over Wiltshire. I had to shoot the photograph
through a small window to get it. The centre circle had a basket 'weave' pattern in it
The location of the circle was near Lockeridge Wilshire. The farmer cut it out yesterday (12-10-2010)

THE 'SUN' NEWSPAPER IS UFO HUNTING AGAIN! 25-10-2010
y.

Oct

25,2010

2
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UK schools doing UFO crash drills
By Lounge Daddy, 10 October, 2010,
There seems to be a growing trend among schools to stage a
UFO crash, and then teach students how to react, as well as to
"properly" investigate and report on the incident.
It sounds like a lot of fun, and a great way to fire up a student's
imagination as well as writing skills. Hell, I wish we would have
done a staged UFO crash at my school.
The latest "UFO drill" took place Wed, Sept 29, at Sandford
Primary School in the UK. The kids were treated to a full UFO
crash scenario that included wreckage, police tape, and real
police officers. (Perhaps it was only lacking men from the
government telling the children not to talk about what was seen. )
What's interesting is that "police were on hand to show the children how to properly investigate the UFO
crash site. " Urn, were any of the officers speaking from experience?
A news article at The Weston Mercury elaborates on the role played by the officers:
Teacher and organiser Victoria Shepherd said: "PCSO Wright and PC Church were
brilliant. They helped the children secure the scene and talked about what to do in an
emergency, how they gathered evidence, how to interview witnesses etc. "
Are UFO drills becoming something of a routine part of the curriculum in the UK? It's certainly
becoming more and more of a common event. Each time, it's a joint exercise put in place by the school
and local law enforcement.
A similar drill took place in Feb of 2009 when Lanchester Endowed Parochial Primary, in County
Durham, staged a surprise "crash" behind the school. In Sept 2008 "children from an Edgware school
were made to believe aliens had landed in their playground by teachers and police. " Again, each time it
was conducted by the school system and police - teaching children what to do in event of a UFO event.
Afterward, the kids are asked to write about their experience.

Early 'alien' art discovered in Australia, exact location being kept secret
By Lounge Daddy, 27 September, 2010,
Is this very early abstract art, or illustrations of an early
encounter with extraterrestrials? The images are, apparently,
"Wandjinas." These are "supreme spirit beings with large
mouthless faces and black eyes. "
The art- close to the Drysdale River, where tourists visit by
helicopter for picnics - includes depictions of Wandjinas,
the supreme spirit beings with large mouthless faces and
black eyes.
The exact location of the art is being kept secret but the
rangers recorded each site on tracking devices and have
handed photographs to the Kimberley Land Council in the
hope that the art can be fenced to prevent damage from
cattle rubbing against the rock walls.
"Now that we know it's here, we need to look after it," said Neil Waina, who led the group that
made the discoveries earlier this year. Mr Waina and colleagues Heather Unghangom, Jason
Adams and Desmond Williams live in a tiny community on the northernmost point of Western
Australia. Kalumburu, on the King Edward River, is 550km from the town of Derby but the road
is inaccessible in the wet season.
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UFO's over Manhattan Caught on Tape
NEW YORK, Oct. 14, 2010

CBS) A mysterious shiny, silvery object floating high over Manhattan Wednesday had even jaded
New Yorkers scratching their heads. Dozens of people were stopped in the middle of the sidewalks of
the Chelsea neighborhood on Manhattan's West Side, looking up in the sky.
One speculated it was a balloon, another joked that it was Superman or Superwoman, and yet another
wondered whether whatever it was simply "looking for the mother ship!"
The city says its 311 help line got dozens of calls about the object. And city officials haven't provided
any answers about what it might have been - though they're said to be leaning towards the balloon
camp.
( MUFON CMS- New York City- 10/13/2010- 10:46 to 11:01 pm local time) I heard of the events
set to happen on October 13, 2010, and decided to do a Google video search upon my return home
from work. I found news footage of the sighting in NY and decided to dig deeper. Around 10:15 pm I
found a youtube video recording of a live webcam
(http://www. earthcam.com/usalnewyork/midtown/? cam=empiresouth#) that captured the UFOs flying
over south Manhattan.
I clicked the link provided and waited. When my boyfriend and brother came home, I told them about
the video and when I switched tabs to the live webcam, bright yellowish/orange orbs appeared. They
assumed various formations in non-conventional air traffic patterns. They changed brightness, size
and position for nearly an hour. I don't have video capture software but did take screenshots via the
"Grab" application on my Mac. It was certainly the most interesting thing I have ever seen. We were
all baffled, but excited at what we were witnessing. I grew up a US Air Force brat and have seen
many flights while living on military installations throughout my dad's career . . . but never anything
like this! Although officials could not confirm what the celestial objects were, sceptics believed the
objects were balloons used in a promotion event on Broadway in Times Square despite the Federal
Aviation Administration reporting that nothing was in that area around that time of day.
But believers cite a September 13 press release for the book Challenges of Change by retired Air
Force officer Stanley A. Fulham, which predicted a fleet of UFOs would descend upon Earth's major
cities on Wednesday, October 13. Fulham stated the extraterrestrials would neither land nor make any
communication with Earth on Wednesday. But their presence would be "the first in a series intended
to avert a planetary catastrophe resulting from increasing levels of carbon-dioxide in the earth's atmos
phere dangerously approaching a 'critical mass.' According to the author, the aliens will neither land
nor communicate on that date� they are aware from eons of experience with other planets in similar
conditions their sudden intervention would cause fear and panic
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Can UFO in photograph taken near York be explained as
an insect?
11:41am Friday 8th October 2010 (York Press)

Following the popularity of the photo published by The Press last week showing an unexplained image
on a York woman's photo, a reader has sent in another picture.
Anne Hurtado, from Heworth, took this photo on her way home from a trip to the coast on Monday,
and it wasn't until she got home that she saw something she couldn't explain.
''My friend and I were driving back from Whitby and I pulled over between Hovingham and Brandsby
to take a photo of the sunset," said Anne.
"I took a few shots and went home, but then saw this little thing on the picture. I couldn't work out
what it was." The tiny metallic speck was not on any of the other photos she took from that position,
and there were no vapour trails or engine noises to suggest the image was an aircraft.
More than 28,000 readers clicked on to The Press website to see a photo taken by a York woman of
something in the skies above Nuremburg, so Anne thought she'd send in her own mystery.
"It doesn't look like a plane to me, I didn't hear anything, and it wasn't in the next picture," she said.
"I wondered if it might be an insect, but it looks too much like metal. I'm open minded though, but just
wondered what it might be."

Ed: Photographing into the direction of the setting sun can invite a variety of/ens reflections to appear
in a single photograph. This photograph probably has a rational explanation caused by lens refraction

READERS LETTERS

From: Eric Goring of Brinkhill, Lincs. who is a regular contributor to the OVNI.
Hi Omar, I do not have my notes to hand, but I have seen three 'triangles' this year, although I could
not actually see the details of the third one.
They usually appear as a yellow/white ball of light heading north and then they change from a ball of
light, to a triangle still heading north, but liable to stop and accelerate off to the west.
It often comes over my cottage, going slowly with no noise, but I have drawn a sketch of the light
patterns. (See below).
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As it cruised away, it looked like this . . . . .
With only two static lights showing.
I have often seen lights like this (picture 1)
Coming low and slow towards my cottage.

I Picture 1

When it passed over my cottage, the rear view
was the same as the front view, as it headed south east.
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READERS LETTERS

(Contd)

From Jeff Whitear (Guildford, Surrey).

'Alternative Three'
Dear Friends,
I do not know why, but for some reason over the past years many people relating to the
Alien connection have been directed into my life. These people have been giving me different infonna
tion has built up a picture relating to the human race and our planet.
I have just viewed a video relating to global warming which states that the majority of us are going to
perish with the global change. The indications of this are evident already as it is reported that many
thousands of people have died through drought and flooding.
The video of 'Alternative Three', confirms information that I have been given in the past, but what
concerns me even more is the fact that many people have gone missing.
It has been revealed that twenty four of our top scientists have gone missing, each working in a different
field. It has been said that these scientists have been taken firstly to the Moon and then transported on to
bases on Mars.
It has been claimed that this is being done to save 'A Chosen Few' in the human race and once the Earth
has gone though its change and settled down, the human race will return to Earth.
The technology to transport these people on to Mars has been given to us by the 'friendly' Aliens who
wish to help us. (Area 51 perhaps!) The top humans that are involved, who I call 'the united elite' are
from the U. S.A. and Europe.
All this is being done to save the human race, this I can understand, but it also means that most of us will
perish.
There have been many other people that have gone missing over the years, it is thought that many of
these are now manning huge underground cities situated in the U.S.A., two miles down and four cubic
miles in size.
I wish good luck to the chosen few, but for those of us left here to perish, we will pass over to the
spiritual world and be awaiting your return.
Jeff Whitear.

O VNI Editor: Jeff has taken as verbatim the conspiracy story 'Alternative 3' by Leslie Watkins, pub
lished in 1973, based on the Anglia Television Film 'Alternative 3' Devised by David Ambrose and
Christopher Miles (Written by Davis Ambrose and Directed by Christopher Miles).
The basic idea of saving the 'chosen few' is interesting, but who would make the choice and has anyone
got down to the serious business of studying the logistics of such a project?
How long for instance is it going to take the Earth to recover from the impending disaster, before the
'chosen few' will be allowed to return to Earth and start civilisation anew?
The 'Alternative 3' concept is interesting, comparable almost to the sinking of the 'Titanic' and the
decision having to be made as to who was going to be given a seat in one of the few remaining lifeboats.
Although the story of 'Alternative 3' makes an interesting conspiracy theory, there could be a 'Plan B'
that has already been drawn up in government circles, giving thought to who should be saved in the
event of an imminent nuclear conflict.
I feel that the book reflects the thinking reverting back to the days of the 'Cold War' and the survival of
the fittest! It is an interesting story but should be reviewed purely as general fiction.

Commercial rocketplane takes first gliding flight test
BY WILLIAM HARWOOD
STORY WRITTEN FOR CBS NEWS "SPACE PLACE" & USED WITH PERMISSION
Posted: October 10, 2010;
Updated at 6:30 p.m. with Branson interview

Virgin Galactic conducted the first piloted gliding flight of its commercial sub-orbital spaceship, the VSS
Enterprise, Sunday, releasing the winged rocketplane from the WhiteKnightTwo mothership at an
altitude of 45,000 feet above the Mojave Desert.

With Scaled Composites pilot Pete Siebold and co-pilot Mike Alsbury at the controls, the futuristic twin
tail spacecraft glided to a touchdown at the Mojave Air and Space Port eleven minutes after its release
from WhiteKnightTwo, also known as Eve. The craft was not equipped with a rocket motor for the glide
test.
"It was a very important milestone," Richard Branson, founder of the Virgin Group, told CBS News in a
telephone interview. "It was one of the three big milestones still to go. To see it successfully drop and
successfully glide back down to Earth and to see it perfonn so well was significant. An incredibly impor
tant day."
Goals of the flight, Virgin Galactic said in a statement, were to characterize the release dynamics and to
make an initial evaluation of handling and stall characteristics, to compare stability and control with
predictions from computer models, to evaluate lift and drag and to carry out a descent to landing.
The VSS Enterprise was a real joy to fly, especially when one considers the fact that the vehicle has been
designed not only to be a Mach 3.5 spaceship capable of going into space but also one of the worlds
highest altitude gliders," Siebold said in a Virgin Galactic press release.
Branson said he expects rocket-powered test flights to begin next year followed by test flights into space
"hopefully by the end of next year."
Virgin Galactic is building the rocket-powered SpaceShipTwo to carry six passengers and two pilots into
space on sub-orbital up-and-down flights that will provide several minutes of weightlessness and a view
of Earth previously enjoyed only by government-sponsored test pilots, astronauts and cosmonauts.
"The next important thing will be the rocket tests with astronauts inside it," Branson said. "In about a
week's time, we're going to be unveiling ... the spaceport in New Mexico, and that's a key component of
everything. And then, obviously, by the end of next year or the beginning of the following year, we'll be
doing our first flights actually into space with people on it."

---

·
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Pulsating triangle liFO with green lights spotted at 200 feet near Clinton Field. Ohio
July 23rd, 2{)1{) 12:56 am ET
A pulsating, silent, green object flew 200 feet over two Ohio witnesses near Clinton Field Airport on
July 17, 2010, according to testimony from· the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON) witness reporting
database. The reporting witness described the object. "The shape was the shape of a triangle with one of
the points cut Qff with two green light-s on each -si-de. We watched it 'till it was out -of sight. It was
moving slower than anything rve ever seen in the air.•r rrwe watched in amazement as it moved in very
strange movements." Clinton Field is an airport in Wilmington, Ohio. Wilmington is t he

county seat of

Clinton County, population 12,499.
ROSWELL: Two new witnesses from the Roswell area have come forward. One was 82 and was
worki ng at Roswell when the UFO crashed. He and others. were ordered to pick up. the wreckage from a
1 mile square debris field. He said the material looked like aluminum, but when he crumpled it up to

put it in

a

sack,

it

returned to

its

original shape.

Everything

he collected was confiscated

.by military

police and he was warned not to talk about it. A second crash was witnessed at nearby St Augustin. The
witness who has come forward to. talk about that one took the UFO researchers out to the place where it
crashed. A track i.n the earth where it struck is ·still visible. There

are

many caves in the area where

local may have hidden debris from the crash. (Source: Busty Tayloc TV Doe. 16-10-10)
BETTY MEYLER DIES.
I am very sorry to inform you that a a good friend and a devoted Irish UFO researcher has just died.

Betty Meyler has been fighting a

cancer

for a few months·. She· was a warrior for the Irish Ufology and

had organized several international UFO congresses in her country, paying most of the expenses from
h er own pocket.
I had the honour and the privilege to be her guest in 2006 and I was lucky to have her good friendship.

A. J. Gevaerd Editor, Brazilian UFO Magazine

regret to inform. you that Zecharia Sitchin passed away on the
morning of October 9th. A small, private family funeral was held the next day The family asks
that you respect its privacy during this difficult time and refrain from ·contacting family members
ZECHARIA SITCIDN DIES. We

directly. Instead, to offer tributes to Mr. Sitchin or to contact those handling his affairs, please

email tributes@sitchin.com or send a letter to P.O. Box 577, New York, NY 10185.
THE NEXT PRA MEETING

This will take place at the Royal British Legion, Allenton, Derby at 8pm on Tuesday 30th November

A presentation on the current state of 'Free Energy' by Physicist, Andrew Johnson.
·

_

· .

In this presentation, we will look at the evidence for the cover up of "free energy".
Looking around

us.,

we can see fantastic advances in many areas of technoJogy- yet .in ground transpor-

·

tation, we are still "stuck" with decades old internal combustion engine technology which has not

progressed much. Is there an alternative to burning fossil fuels? Radiant Energy, Cold Fusion, Magnetic .

·

1

_

Motors - can we exploit "vacuum energy" and "get more out than we put in"? A look at the evidenc e
tells us that we can, but it also tells us why this is not currently allowed.

Plus the latest ufo news andfree ufobook raj}le.
Non-members welcome�' £2 on the- night.

Articles and opinions printed in the 0 VM do not necessarily reflect the views of the PRA.
Unless otherwise stated© O VNI articles may be reprinted with due acknowledgement to their source.
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